Abstract .1 directly con~ertirrg digitd microphone is described. A [ransducer~Yasnelvly designed for it~~hich has a diaphragm, electrostatic digitdly driving md vibration detecting electrodes. This transducer has the functions of an electro-acoustic di gitd to analog converter and a sub~ractor in a tj'pied analog to di:itd converter. .i delta-si-~a modulation is introduced as the comparator and generates digitd output signal~vhich is also fed to the dri~ing electrodes. A 4 bits system tvas composed to confirm [he concept by hard~vare and some experiments \vere perfomled.
Introduction
The prwedure of transduction of an analog acoustic signal to a digital electric signal is usually performed by an analog microphone, an amp] ifier and an analog to digital converter(ADC). Contm~to those conventional pr~dure, this paper deseribes a direet conversion from analog acoustic to digital electric signals utilizing a netv eleetr~acoustic transducer \vhich includes a direct converting electrmacoustic digital to analog con~erter(DAC). A 4 bi ts hard~~'m model has been assembled to confirm this concept and to outline some cri[ical issues to be discussed in the future.
System
Description Fig. 1 sho~vs [he block diagram of this microphone in contrast to an electronic ADC. As is \vell krro~vn, the feedback type ADC consists of a subtracter, a comparator, an awumulator !vhich generates a digital signal format and a local DAC as sho~vn in Fig. l(a) . The direet converting microphone is composed of a ne~vly detigned transducer as illustrated in Fig.2 , in \vhich the diaphragm is digitally driven by electrostatic force and the \'ibration is dwti electrostatically, The diaphragm is also dril'en by acoustical input. This operation is regarded as a local DAC and a subtrac[or in an ADC. The output of the electrostatically deteeti \'ibration of the diaphragm is fd to a delta mdulation 
A-Dconvefier (a) and conceptual block dia=-of direct converting di:itaI circuit tvhich genemtes + or -I bit~vhen the signal exeeeds the reference threshold level. This is defined as the comparator in an ADC. The output of this modulation circuit is fed to an accumulator to form the digital signal by adding or subtracti ng according to the sign of the bit and makes the digital output. The accumulator determines the digital signal format i.e data sigrtifimce size. In this ex~nment, the data size is 4 bits. The delta modulation ti accumulation is operated by a ve~high sped clock rate to follo;v the signal according to the thmry of modulation. This system has an internal clock frquency of 100Mz. The accumulator is also mnneeted to a digiti sampling circuit to meet the irrterfaees bet~veen the extcmd sys[em. The summation is performed by totaling all electrostatic driving forces on lhe diaphragm in this experimental model. Fig. 3 sholvs the characteristics of the elcctr~acouslic transducer using a sinusoidal signal as the transfer characteristics from each driving electtie to the detected signal of the vibration of the diaphragm to the acoustic output. The diaphragm of this transducer is driven by an input acoustic signal from the front, and an electrostatic force from the back. This is regarded [o be the subtracter in an ADC. When the loop is open, the diaphragm \ibrates comesponding to the acoustic input.
Experiment
When (he loop is~[~c losed, the dn~ing force on the diaphragm is the subtraction of the electrs tatic force from the acoustic input that is the error signal. Fig. 5 shot{'s the digital output(a) and is converted to an analog signal (b) by art external DAC to confirm that the digital signal is the reproduction of the sinusoidal acoustic input.
2nd Discussion
The electro-acoustic DAC is also achieved by acousti=l summation using different sized transducers. This concept has been published by Ranagan( I) in 1980 as a direct converting digital receiver. In the present paper, a 3ṽ ibrational summing DAC \vhich~vastried for a piezo electric louds@efi2) \\'as adopted because the aliasing error noise can k eliminated by a vi bmtional filler using the resonance of the diaphragm, However, acoustical summation by small transducers in a small cavity seems to be hopeful considering the future implementation of MEMS technology. MB
